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SUMMARY
Automatic speaker verification (ASV) is increasingly getting more attention in speech
research field in recent years. Because of the importance of cyber-security and personal
property security, ASV can be used in many fields in the future in addition to fingerprint
and face information. In ASV research, a variety of datasets are needed to train good
models. Current datasets include NIST SRE, VoxCeleb, etc. In this work, to collect a non-
English speaking dataset, the pipeline of VoxCeleb data collection is adopted to collect
an East Asian language-speaking Celebrities (EACeleb) dataset. To remove some noisy
segments of the output and make the dataset cleaner, speaker diarization is used in this
research and the collected data is filtered. Due to the lack of ground truth labels of the
collected data, ASV is used to measure the data cleanness improvement of our dataset.
Equal error rate (EER) can be lowered by 25.63% after speaker diarization compared to the
original EACeleb using a pretrained x-vector model for measurement. Also, by training
the speaker verification using EACeleb data, when testing the EER performance, EACeleb




With the development of artificial intelligence and machine learning, more and more mod-
els are published to help perform multiple tasks such as image classification, image cap-
tioning, facial recognition, and facial verification, etc. People make use of such technology
in our daily life, for example, facial recognition or fingerprint recognition in smartphones,
such as the iPhone. At the same time, speech signals are also getting more and more atten-
tion. Voice assistant is a useful tool for people to control cell phones or home appliances
without touching them. For example, famous voice assistants such as Apple Siri, Amazon
Alexa, Microsoft Cortana, etc. are commonly used. However, user-security is also a major
concern for the use of speech signals. For example, a banking session may require a user
to say a specific sentence to verify the transaction, Siri may recognize the user by hearing
“Hey Siri.” Thus, speaker recognition is being more and more important along with the
speech signal.
Automatic speaker recognition is the identification of a person using voice character-
istics. This is a task to answer “Who is speaking?” [1]. Usually, speaker recognition can
be classified as speaker identification or speaker verification, where the difference is that,
identification is to determine who is the speaker while verification is to tell whether the
speaker is the same as the claimed speaker [2]. In this research speaker verification is the
task to measure the performance.
Several contests have been held for speaker recognition such as the NIST speaker recog-
nition evaluation (SRE), VoxCeleb, the speakers in the wild (SITW) speaker recognition
challenge, etc [3, 4, 5] to build better speaker identification/verification models. With
the development of deep neural network (DNN)-based speaker embedding, models can be
trained to perform very well on specific datasets. New datasets are also needed for academia
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and industry to improve current identification/verification approaches. Furthermore, the
language of most datasets is English. Thus in this work, non-English speaking speakers are
the focus and with the help of pipeline of VoxCeleb, a dataset named East Asian language-
speaking Celebrities (EACeleb) is collected with speakers from China, Japan, and South
Korea.
Automatic speaker verification and a brief history is introduced in Section 1.1. Then,
speaker diarization is introduced in Section 1.3, which is used in our proposed method.
Finally Section 1.2 introduces the process of VoxCeleb data collection procedure to help
explain the basis of this thesis.
1.1 Automatic Speaker Verification
1.1.1 System Architecture
Automatic speaker verification (ASV) can be explained by the pipeline in Fig. 1.1 [6]. In
the pipeline, representative feature parameters are extracted from the audio recording that
aims to get the characteristics of the speaker. Features obtained from enrollment are usually
used to build verification models that can help discriminate the user from other speakers.
For test speakers, the corresponding features will be extracted from the pretrained system
and then compared with the enrolled speakers. By computing a score between an enrolled
speaker and a test speaker, we can decide to accept or reject the claimed identity. If the
score is higher than some threshold that we defined, we accept the speaker. Otherwise, we
reject the test speaker. Different from ASV, for speaker identification, the testing speaker
is compared with multiple feature models to determine the best match while verification
systems compare an utterance against a single voiceprint.
Usually, speaker verification has two categories: text-dependent and text-independent.
In text-dependent verification, the text must be the same for enrollment and verification.
Prompts can either be common across all speakers or unique. Text-independent verification
is more commonly used as it requires very little, if any, cooperation by the speaker. In this
2
Figure 1.1: Basic speaker verification system.
case the text during enrollment and test can be different. In fact, the enrollment may happen
without the user’s knowledge, as is the case for many forensic applications.
1.1.2 Feature Parameter of ASV
In Section 1.1.1, features are extracted from the audio recording. Usually features are ex-
tracted as a fix-dimensional vector. Due to the variation of the length of utterances, some
methods may be used to normalize the utterance. Different from image processing or sig-
nal processing in telecommunications, features of speech signals are usually extracted in a
short-term manner. The most popular features for speech recognition and speaker recogni-
tion are Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [7] and linear predictive coefficients
(LPCs) [8]. Also, with the need for speech security, some other features can also be con-
sidered in different schemes, such as inverted MFCCs (IMFCCs), and constant-Q cepstral
coefficients (CQCCs) for spoofing detection [9]. In this thesis, MFCCs are the main focus.
Steps for extracting MFCC are as follows. First, the original utterance or audio sam-
ples are divided into short overlapping segments, usually 20-25 milliseconds. The signal
obtained from each frame is then multiplied by a window function such as a Hanning or
Hamming window, and the Fourier power spectrum is computed. After this, we take the
logarithm of the Fourier power spectrum and use the Mel-space filter bank, which is non-
linearly spaced in the frequency domain to focus more on the low-frequency part. Focusing
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more on the low-frequency part means the channels are more sensitive in the lower end of
the spectrum, which is similar to the human auditory system. The logarithm can expand
the scale of coefficients and also transform multiplications into additions. The filter bank
produces the spectrum energy in each frequency band, also known as channels. Finally, the
discrete cosine transform (DCT) is performed on the filter bank energies and we keep a spe-
cific number of parameters. The DCT is advantageous in the task because it can transform
the energy of the signal into coefficients. Secondly, DCT can decorrelate the energies of
the energy from short-term speech signal. We can improve the efficiency by only keeping
part of the DCT coefficients while still keeping most of the features of the MFCCs. Gener-
ally, in the application of speaker verification, MFCCs are not enough. So the velocity and
acceleration across multiple frames are appended to the MFCCs, which are also known as
deltas and delta-deltas.
1.1.3 Front-End Approaches of ASV
In early research, vector quantization (VQ) was used [10] for speaker verification. Then
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) were proposed for speaker modeling [11]. A GMM is
a combination of clusters of probability density functions (PDFs). When a test utterance is
given, it can compute the likelihood for each cluster and make a comparison. Cluster with
the highest probability means the corresponding speaker. In GMM, data are modeled as
different clusters, each has its own mean vector, weight parameter, and covariance matrix.





where n is the index for a random vector, i is the index for the cluster while M is the
number of clusters. µi is the mean vector and Σi is the covariance matrix. πi is the weight
for each component of the GMM. The likelihood of an utterance is given by Eq. 1.1. If
we denote the GMM by λ = {πi, µi,Σi|i = 1, 2, ...,M}, the we can use multiplication of
4
Figure 1.2: Diagram of GMM-UBM mixture model. (a) GMM–UBM system with four-
mixture UBM. (b)MAP adaptation and supervector formation by concatenating the mean
vectors.





With the help of GMMs, and to make the speaker verification more general, universal
background model (UBM) was proposed [12], in which the speaker model can be modified
based on a background or world model. A UBM acts as a model for all enrolled speakers,
so before the training of the speaker model, a UBM can be taken as the initial status for the
speaker model. This combination is called the GMM-UBM method. Bayesian adaptation
is performed on a speaker’s GMM. In GMM-UBM, a supervector made by concatenating
the parameters of each component is used as the feature vector for verification, which is
shown in Fig. 1.2 [6]. The GMM supervector can be used with a support vector machine
(SVM) [13] which can use a hyperplane to do the classification and can maximize the
margin between two datasets.
The GMM supervector can be viewed as a linear combination of several components,
a speaker/channel/environment-independent component (v0), a speaker-dependent compo-
nent (vspk), a channel/environment-dependent component (vch) and a residual component
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(r), which can be represented as
vspk,ch = v0 + vspk + vch + r. (1.3)
However, the dimension of supervector v is huge so several lower dimensional repre-
sentations are proposed. For example, classical maximum a posterior probability (MAP)
adaptation uses
vspk = v0 + Dzspk, (1.4)
where D is a diagonal matrix and zspk is a standard normal random vector. Also, another
speaker-based eigenvoice adaptation was proposed [14] as
vspk = v0 + Myspk, (1.5)
where columns of matrix M spans the speaker subspace. In this way, yspk can be used as
coefficient for the basis vectors of the speaker space. Similarly, eigenchannel was proposed
in [15] as
vspk,ch = v0 + Dzspk + Umch, (1.6)
where U spans the subspace for channel/environment. So the joint factor analysis (JFA)
was formulated by combining both eigenspeaker and eigenchannel. This model can take
the speaker and channel information into consideration at the same time, outperforming
other FA methods [16], which can be represented as
vspk,ch = v0 + Uxspk + Vych + Mzspk,ch. (1.7)
GMM with SVM classifiers perform very well on the speaker verification task. FA
based methods also have good performance. In order to combine the advantages of the
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two approaches, [17] proposed to use JFA as feature extractor for SVMs. In the related
work, channel and speaker information are merged into one total variability space. In the
FA model, a speaker and session dependent GMM supervector is represented by
vspk,ch = v0 + Twspk,ch, (1.8)
where hidden variables wspk,ch ∼ N (0, I) and is called total factors. Similar to JFA and
FA methods, hidden variables cannot be observed but can be estimated by the posterior
expectation. The estimate of the total factor is called identity vector, which is also called
i-vector, can be used as features for classifiers.
However, the i-vector approach does not distinguish between speaker information and
channel information. It is just a dimensionality reduction of GMM supervector, which
is like principal component analysis (PCA) on GMM supervectors. Matrix T is trained
similarly to that in eigenvoice model.
With the application of machine learning and deep learning, from recent research, [18]
focuses on DNN-based text-dependent verification with “Hello Google” and performs well.
In [19] the focus is more on text-independent verification and is used as a baseline in many
papers in the ASV field. In this thesis, x-vectors are used for ASV and technical details can
be found in Section 2.1.8.
1.1.4 Back-End Approaches of ASV
Usually we split ASV into two parts, the front-end method and the back-end method. The
front-end method is the extraction of high-level information of the utterance or speech. The
back-end method is the classifier or the decision making model. In Section 1.1.3, front-end
methods from GMM modeling to i-vector extraction are introduced. In this section, back-
end methods will be introduced.
First linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is introduced. It is a method widely used in
statistics, pattern recognition, and machine learning to find a linear combination of features
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that can separate two or more classes. It finds the orthogonal directions in the feature space
that are more effective in discriminating the classes. The projection from the original vector
to the LDA dimensions can improve the classification accuracy. If the set of all training
audio is denoted by D, ws,i denotes a feature of audio from the i-th audio file from speaker
s. ns denotes the number of audio files for speaker s, and the total number of all audio files


















(ws,i −ws)(ws,i −ws)T , (1.10)



















In LDA, the optimization is aimed at minimizing the within-class variance and maxi-
mizing the between-class variance. The projections can be obtained by solving v for the
equation
Cinterv = WCintrav, (1.13)
where W is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues for C−1intraCinter. When Cintra is
invertible, we can compute the eigenvalue of matrix C−1intraCinter. To compute the utterance
8
feature, we can use first k eigenvalues for the LDA matrix as
MLDA = [v1, ...,vk], (1.14)





After the LDA computation, there are several methods for the classification of speaker
identity. First, people used SVM classifier after JFA feature extractions. Then, cosine
distance scoring was introduced in [20]. In this case, the matching score between test





After this, people began to use probabilistic LDA (PLDA) [21], which uses the pipeline
of JFA. In PLDA, the i-vector can be decomposed as
wspk,ch = w0 + Θαspk + Υβch + εspk,ch, (1.17)
where w0 ∈ RR is the speaker-independent mean i-vector. Θ is R × Neigenspk low-rank
matrix for speaker-dependent basis functions. Υ is R × Neigench low-rank matrix for the
channel space. αspk ∈ N (0, I) is a Neigenspk × 1 hidden variable representing speaker
factor, βch ∈ N (0, I) is a Neigench × 1 hidden variable representing channel factor, and
εspk,ch ∈ RR is a random vector denoting residual noise. Also, a full-covariance noise
model εspk,ch can be adopted to drop the channel component in Eq. 1.17, which yields
wspk,ch = w0 + Θαspk + εspk,ch. (1.18)
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1.1.5 Performance Metric
Equal error rate (EER) is usually the metric to measure the performance of the ASV system.











FAR results from accepting the claim of non-target speaker while FRR results from
declining the claim of the target speaker. Usually in real applications, people can design
their ASV system to meet their own demand for the performance system. For applications
such as banking verification, people tend to lower the FAR while increasing the FRR. In
applications such as unlocking the cellphone, people can lower the FRR while increasing
the FAR. In this thesis, EER will be the metric for analyzing the cleanness of each dataset,
and is defined as the point when FAR is equal to FRR.
1.2 VoxCeleb Data Collection
VoxCeleb [5, 22] is an audio-visual dataset consisting of short clips of human speech, ex-
tracted from interview videos uploaded to YouTube. There are 1251 speakers with 153516
utterances in VoxCeleb 1 and 6112 speakers with over one million utterances in VoxCeleb
2. The pipeline of VoxCeleb is shown in Fig. 1.3 [5]. The main language of VoxCeleb is
English, with 37% of speakers from the USA, the others are from the UK, France, India,
Germany, etc. In VoxCeleb, 61% of speakers are male speakers while the remaining 39%
are female speakers.
From Fig. 1.3, data collection procedure includes five stages: Preparing list of persons
of interests (POIs), downloading videos from YouTube, face tracking, active speaker verifi-
cation, and face verification. Details of our implementation and modification are elaborated
10
Figure 1.3: VoxCeleb data processing pipeline.
in Section. 2.1.
1.3 Speaker Diarization
Speaker diarization is the process of partitioning an input audio stream into homogeneous
segments according to the speaker identity [23]. It can enhance the readability of an au-
tomatic speech transcription by structuring the audio stream into speaker turns and, when
used together with speaker recognition systems, by providing the speaker’s true identity. So
basically it is a task to answer “Who spoke when.” Speaker diarization essentially includes
speaker clustering and speaker segmentation. The former part is to determine different re-
gions of each speaker and the second part is to group together speech segments depending
on the characteristics. The function of speaker diarization is shown in Fig. 1.4 [23]. In this
case, diarization is done on a broadcast news and gray parts of the recording are classified
as commercial news. Brown, yellow, light blue, and pink parts are classified as different
speakers. Also some crowd noise denoted by white are also classified by the diarization
system.
11
Figure 1.4: Audio diarization on broadcast news.
Figure 1.5: Diarization system. (a) Top-down and bottom-up approaches. (b) General
architecture.
Generally speaking, there are two main diarization methods, bottom-up and top-down,
which are shown in Fig. 1.5 [24]. The top-down approach starts with usually one cluster
and splits after steps according to a distance criterion, while the bottom-up approach starts
with usually a number of segments and merges some of them together after steps. Both of
them iterate until reaching the number of optimum number of clusters.
In this thesis, diarization is used as a tool to filter the noisy speakers in the proposed




In this section, our proposed data collection pipeline is introduced, then the methods for
testing our data are also introduced.
2.1 Proposed Pipeline
In our research, work is based on data collection of non-English speaking celebrities, while
adding speaker diarization to the pipeline of VoxCeleb in order to make the dataset cleaner.
Our data collection pipeline is shown in Fig. 2.1. Most of the parts are similar to that
of VoxCeleb while in speaker diarization part, we want to use it as a filtering approach
to remove the noisy segments of the VoxCeleb output instead of human verification. Our
detailed plan is described as follow.
The reason we select Asian speakers as our source is that, in VoxCeleb the main lan-
guage is English. Usually for different languages, the characteristics may change. So
it would be beneficial to add more languages to the current available speaker recogni-
tion/verification datasets. Including more languages may help the model trained on the
dataset to be more robust to different test cases, which is the aim of this work.
2.1.1 Collecting List of POIs
In this work, the focus is put on non-English speaking celebrities mainly in east Asia be-
cause of the relatively large difference between Asian languages with English. This part
focuses on collecting persons of interests (POIs). Our collected dataset is named as east
Asian celebrities (EACeleb), consisting of Chinese, South Korean, Japanese celebrities.
Names of POIs are collected from Forbes top 100 list, Wikipedia, and some native ranking










Figure 2.1: Proposed data collection procedure.
Table 2.1: Statistics of collected speakers.





languages. The numbers of speakers are shown in Table 2.1. Actually, the initial list of
speakers was larger than the number shown in the table, which are 510 for Chinese speak-
ers, 847 for Japanese speakers, and 1633 for Korean speakers. However, some speakers
lack sufficient data available on YouTube so not all of the speakers in the original list can
be used to make up the EACeleb. Detailed information about the names of speakers can be
found in Appendix B.
2.1.2 Creating Template Face
In this stage, we searched the name of the specific celebrity in their own language with
the word “photo” appended. Based on the origin of the celebrity, the word “photo” was
substituted with the Google translation into the target language. We used Google Images
Download library to download 25 images for the target speaker. Since the downloaded
images may not be all the celebrity, for the downloaded images, we first performed face
detection on all images using face detector in Dlib library, and then clustered the results to
14
Figure 2.2: Building block for ResNet.
make sure the output is our target speaker.
For face embedding, we use VGGFace from the Keras toolkit to extract an embedding
for each face image. For the VGGFace, the backbone model we used is ResNet50 [25] and
the input size was reshaped into 224 × 224 × 3. The basic module of ResNet is shown
in Fig. 2.2 [25], which can transmit the residual of next module to the module before and
prevent the residual fading problem. The output dimension is 2622. By doing this, we
could get the face embedding for each face in the downloaded images.
For face clustering, we used density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN) to create a template face representing the target celebrity. Here the threshold
ε was set to be 0.4, if the value of cosine distance function between two embeddings was
larger than ε then they cannot be put together. After clustering we choose the largest cluster
as our template face and saved the embedding for comparison in our pipeline later.
2.1.3 Downloading Videos from YouTube
In this stage, we downloaded top 20 videos of each of the POIs on YouTube. Due to limited
hardware, we could not download 50 videos as with VoxCeleb. The translation of the word
“interview” to the original language was appended to the name of the celebrity in their own
languages.
In our approach, we copied the url of top 20 video results and used youtube-dl, which
is a command-line program, to download the videos. Each video was stored in a directory
with the name of its YouTube id as was done for VoxCeleb. After downloading all videos,
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we checked the total length of the video. If the length was less than 1000 seconds, we
skipped that video.
2.1.4 Face Detection
In each frame, we did face detection to compare the person of the frame with our template
face of POI. In our approach, we used the Haar-based face detection. First, RGB images
of faces were changed into grayscale image. Then we extracted Haar features. Haar-
like features are digital image features used in object recognition. The name is for their
intuitive similarity with Haar wavelets and was used in the first real-time face detector.
These features utilize the face that the eyes are darker than regions of cheeks and are darker
than the bridge of noses. For the classifier we used adaptive boosting (AdaBoost).
2.1.5 Face Verification and Tracking
In this step we compared the face of the video frame with the template face of the target
celebrity. First, we extracted the feature for the detected face using ResNet as we did in
Section 2.1.2, then compared it with the template face using a cosine similarity score. In
our approach, if the similarity score is over 0.6, then it’s declared a match and the face in
the current frame is our target celebrity.
In addition to the face verification, we also tracked the face when the detected face
was from our template face of the target speaker. Face tracking was implemented using
the CSRT tracker from OpenCV. To make sure that the face was tracked properly, the
histogram of the face was checked in each iteration. The minimum intersection over union
(IoU) between consecutive detected face was set to be 0.5. In each track process, three
times of missed detection were allowed.
To help the face tracking, scene detection was also adopted because for an interview,
when the scene changes, it usually also signifies a people switch and speaker change. We
used the Python pyscenedetect package and used the color histogram-based scene detection
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Figure 2.3: Two-stream ConvNet architecture. Both streams are trained simultaneously.
algorithm in HSV/HSL color space and store the frames where the scenes transitioned. By
doing this, we could first divide the whole video into specific segments consisting of several
scenes.
After the face tracking process, we obtained several segments of video from the YouTube
video. Then audio tracks of the video were also extracted and the cropped segment of the
original video was saved.
2.1.6 Audio Visual Synchronization
In this step, we used an audio-to-video synchronization network (Sync-Net) [26] to syn-
chronize the audio and lip movement. It can remove temporal lags between the audio and
visual streams in a video, and determine who is speaking among multiple faces in a video.
It takes the MFCCs from audio as the feature.
The model was trained simultaneously, one stream for images in the video frames and
one for audio, as shown in Fig. 2.3 [26].
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2.1.7 Speaker Diarization
In this step, speaker diarization was done to filter out the noisy part of the collected data. In
this case, we used a state-of-the-art front-end method instead of the conventional i-vector
approach. With the advancement of neural networks in recent years, machine learning,
and deep learning have been used to solve many problems in different areas. Convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) are usually used for image classification or tasks relating to
images. Deep neural networks (DNNs) are usually used for multi-class classification prob-
lems and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are used for series processing. In the field of
ASV, [19] proposed a time-delayed neural network (TDNN)-based method named x-vector
for speaker embedding and proved its advantage over traditional i-vector method. In our
approach, x-vector is extracted for PLDA scoring.
A diagram of x-vector extraction is shown in Fig. 2.4 [27]. From the diagram we can see
that x-vector extracts the frame-level information, then the statistics pooling layer aggre-
gates the frame-level information, and the segment-level processes the representation after
this. Finally, there is a softmax output layer for the speaker classification. The activation
function is rectified linear units (ReLUs).
In the x-vector scheme, the first 5 layers work at the frame level with a time-delayed
architecture [27]. For example, if t is the current time step, the input frames of {t− 2, t−
1, t, t + 1, t + 2} are included in computation. The next two layers are the output of the
previous at {t − 2, t, t + 2} and {t − 3, t, t + 3}. The following two layers just operate
at the frame-level representations and no temporal context are added. So in total, context
from t− 8 to t + 8 frames are included. The size of layer varies depending on the context
used. Afterwards, statistics polling layer aggregates over the final output of the frame-
level representations and computes the mean and standard deviation. These statistics are
concatenated together and two additional segment-level layers are added after the pooling
layer. The output layer is a softmax layer for classification problem and after training the
whole neural network, two segment-level layers can be used for the speaker embedding.
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of x-vector extraction.
In our approach, we used pretrained SRE16 and VoxCeleb x-vector models from Kaldi
for x-vector extraction in speaker diarization part. Then we modified the script of the
Kaldi callhome recipe to do the diarization. Details of our experiments can be found in
Section 2.2.1.
2.1.8 Speaker Verification
To measure the cleanness of EACeleb and EACeleb after diarization, we used ASV to
compute the EER on the dataset. Because we lack ground truth about each speaker and the
corresponding segments, we assumed that each audio segment from the final output of our
pipeline was from the target speaker. By this assumption, if we used ASV for the testing,
the lower EER is, the cleaner the dataset should be. In our approach, we decided to measure
the dataset in two ways as follows.
The first way was to load the pretrained model that trained on a dataset other than
EACeleb and test the speakers in EACeleb for the EER computation. In this case, we use
SRE16, SITW, and VoxCeleb x-vector models from Kaldi models.
The second way was to train our own model based on the original EACeleb and EACeleb
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after diarization, and test the model using the testing data from VoxCeleb, original EACeleb,
and EACeleb after diarization. Model details of the experiments are shown in Section 2.2.2.
2.2 Experiment Setup
In this section, experimental details of speaker diarization and speaker verification are in-
troduced.
2.2.1 Speaker Diarization
In our approach to diarization, we modified the Kaldi Callhome diarization script on NIST
SRE 2000 to adjust to our EACeleb. We used two different x-vector models, which are
Kaldi SRE16 and VoxCeleb model.
First, we prepared the wav.scp, spk2utt, and utt2spk file needed by Kaldi for processing.
The wav.scp file contains the information of the identity for the speaker and the path to the
audio file, with the channel information and coding information. The spk2utt and utt2spk
files are the relationship of the audio file and the speaker identity for the file.
After the basic file preparation, MFCC features are extracted from the audio file. In
diarization, the whole audio track of the output video is used and downsampled to 8 kHz
for processing. In this case, frame length is set to be 25 ms, the lowest frequency is 20 Hz
while the highest frequency is 3700 Hz. Then, voice activity detection (VAD) is done to
each frame, energy threshold of VAD is set to be 5.5, energy mean scale is set to be 0.5,
proportion threshold is set to be 0.12 while frame contexts is set to be 2. After VAD, voice
parts are separated and stored as segments for x-vector extraction. The configuration of the
x-vector model is not changed according to the Kaldi pretrained model. After extracting
x-vectors of each utterance, corresponding PLDA scores are computed and stored. Finally,
we set the number of speakers in a recording to be 3 and do supervised diarization. The
reason for setting 3 is that, we assume there would be one target speaker in our output. For
the other two, one is for the interviewer or audience from TV show, the other is some noisy
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speaker, such as speaker with background noise, a speaker speaking in an abnormal manner
(e.g. singing), etc.
Diarization produces an rttm file showing the start time and end time for each assigned
speaker in a specific recording. Using the file, we wrote a bash script to process the original
EACeleb. The first step is to determine the dominant speaker of each recording using the
total length among three speakers; we selected the speaker with the longest duration as
the dominant speaker. Next we concatenated the dominant speaker parts in the original
output using corresponding start and end times to create a new dataset as EACeleb after
diarization. Results and statistics of EACeleb after diarization are shown in Section 3.1.
2.2.2 Speaker Verification
The original EACeleb and EACeleb after diarization were analyzed in terms of EER. First,
audio track of the videos in these datasets were extracted and downsampled to 8 kHz for
processing. Then they were split into 7, 10, 13, 15 seconds segments for testing purposes.
The corresponding numbers of utterances in each case are shown in Table 2.2. Then corre-
sponding wav.scp, spk2utt, and utt2spk files were generated afterwards.
Table 2.2: Number of utterances for each split of datasets.
Dataset
Duration
7s 10s 13s 15s
EACeleb 148976 104558 80622 69996
EACeleb after SRE Diarization 141378 99218 76539 66435
EACeleb after VoxCeleb Diarization 142660 100124 77214 67057
For speaker verification, we used two ways of testing as described in Section 2.1.8.
Firstly, using the pretrained model approach is introduced. Then follows the training-our-
own-model approach.
In order for a fair comparison, we used Kaldi VoxCeleb, SRE16, and SITW models for
testing. In this case, we follow the usual method of ASV. First extract MFCC feature of
each segment, then perform the VAD. Afterwards we extract the x-vector and do the PLDA
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scoring, finally compute the EER result. For testing purposes, the datasets we use are the
original EACeleb, EACeleb after SRE diarization, and EACeleb afer VoxCeleb diarization,
in which SRE diarization denotes the output of speaker diarization using x-vector model
of SRE in Kaldi on EACeleb. Also, the testing results of VoxCeleb testing data are also
included. In this thesis, VoxCeleb testing data means all audio files from VoxCeleb2 test
set. However, there are some slight differences between VoxCeleb and our testing datasets.
In our testing experiments, we randomly select 1591 speakers for development data
and use the remaining 150 speakers for enrollment data and testing data. For EACeleb,
EACeleb after SRE diarization, and EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization datasets, variables
such as mean vector, LDA, and PLDA are computed based on the development data. For
enrollment, the first utterance of each speaker in testing data are selected as enrollment
data. Then in testing, all utterances other than the first utterance from the test speakers are
used as testing data, and here each utterance is viewed from single speaker. In the trial file,
utterances from the same speaker are viewed as target trial and we compared one utterance
in testing data with all other utterances. For VoxCeleb testing data, because it’s divided into
many folders, we randomly select one audio file for each speaker as enrollment audio and
use all other audio files as testing data. Because VoxCeleb2 testing audio files don’t have a
fixed duration, so we use ”vary” in the duration of VoxCeleb. The mean vector, LDA, and
PLDA transform are all from the pretrained VoxCeleb model.
For training our own data, we trained the x-vector model based on the development
data using the default x-vector configuration in Kaldi, then test the model using the same
approach above. In this case, we trained models for original EACeleb, EACeleb after
SRE diarization, and EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization. Then test the models to all other
testing datasets. In this step, we only use the datasets with 10-second durations. The results




In this section, results of speaker diarization and verification are elaborated and analyzed.
Speaker diarization results are shown in Section 3.1 and EER results of testing and our own
training are shown in Section 3.2.
Before speaker diarization, three lists of celebrities speaking the corresponding lan-
guage are collected from Forbes top list, wikipedia, or from google searches. We run the
script to collect original video first and the numbers of speakers we collected are shown in
Table 2.1. The total duration of the dataset is about 290 hours.
Next, ffmpeg is used to extract the audio track of the collected video. Then we down-
sample the audio file from 16 kHz to 8 kHz using sox. Now we have the downsampled
audio for each speaker. Then we do the speaker diarization on all audio files we collected
to make the dataset cleaner.
3.1 Speaker Diarization Results
For the speaker diarization, based on the Kaldi [28] callhome diarization v2 recipe, we
modify the script on our dataset. We used the SRE16 and VoxCeleb x-vector model from
Kaldi to extract the x-vector of our own dataset. The steps are: extracting MFCC feature,
extracting x-vector, PLDA scoring and diarization. In the diarization step, we used the
supervised diarization which means we need to provide a file with total number of speakers
in an audio file. In our dataset, because the pipeline of VoxCeleb can get rid of most of the
noise, we set the number of speaker in an audio to be 3, one of them is the target speaker
and should be the main part of the audio. The second is the noisy speaker such as the
interviewer, which is not the speaker we want. The third is assumed to be an unknown
speaker with noise such as audience speaking, the target speaker speaking in abnormal
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Table 3.1: Useful collection ratio of collected speakers in percentage (SRE diarization).





Table 3.2: Useful collection ratio of collected speakers in percentage (VoxCeleb diariza-
tion).





sound, etc. Here we define the useful collection rate (UCR) of a data collection, which
means the ratio of the duration of the audio after diarization to the duration of the original
audio. Corresponding results are shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
UCR =
Duration of audio after diarization
Duration of original audio
. (3.1)
To have a better sense of what speaker diarization did on the original EACeleb, we
separate the original part and the discarded part. Here three typical example speakers are
discussed. First is Dehua Liu or Andy Lau, a famous actor in China. In the collection output
of him, most parts are from interview scenes. While in the original EACeleb, in addition to
what is shown in Fig. 3.1, which correspond with the face of the target speaker Andy Lau,
there exists another person speaking, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Watching the discarded part,
most of it contains the video from the interviewer and for some segments Andy’s face is
shown while he is not speaking.
The second example is from Beining Sa, a TV host. The video output of him is already
clean enough from the video output as shown in Fig. 3.3. In the original EACeleb of
Beining Sa, there is only the target speaker in the video. While after diarization, in the
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Figure 3.1: Screenshots of the video output for Andy Lau.
Figure 3.2: Screenshots of discarded video output for Andy Lau.
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Figure 3.3: Screenshots of video output for Beining Sa.
Figure 3.4: Screenshots of discarded video output for Beining Sa.
discarded part as shown in Fig. 3.4, most of it are from him singing in a TV show.
For the third speaker Na Li, a famous Chinese tennis player, the video output of her
in original EACeleb is clean in terms of face. Almost no noisy speaker exists in the video
output, screenshots of the video are shown in Fig. 3.5. After diarization, screenshots of
discarded part are shown in Fig. 3.6. In this case, discarded parts are mostly frames that
Na Li is speaking with background music, a few frames of other noisy speakers, and some
frames she appears while the sound is from the commentator.
3.2 Speaker Verification Results
Since the pipeline cannot determine whether the video/audio we collected and selected after
diarization are truly from our target speaker, we have to use speaker verification method
to verify our data by EER. Speaker verification can determine if some part of the audio is
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Figure 3.5: Screenshots of video output for Na Li.
Figure 3.6: Screenshots of discarded video output for Na Li.
from other person because the voiceprints of different people are different and the speaker
verification technique nowadays are very percise. To make our comparison more general,
we have two ways of measuring the data cleanness. First is to measure our data by existing
x-vector models and compare the EER of the data after diarization with the original data.
Second is to train the x-vector model using our collected data and measure the VoxCeleb
data in terms of EER. Results are shown in sections below.
3.2.1 Testing Our Collected Data
In order to test our data, we have to load trained x-vector models for feature extraction. In
our experiment we used VoxCeleb, SITW, and SRE16 model from Kaldi Models. Speaker
verification is based on Kaldi sre16 v2 recipe. Experiments are done on original collected
data and data after diarization. Our approach to generate trial files is described in Sec-
tion 2.2.2. The EER values are shown in Table 3.3.
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As can be seen from the table, the x-vector models we use are VoxCeleb, SITW, SRE16.
We compared three datasets which are original EACeleb, EACeleb after speaker diarization
using SRE x-vector model and EACeleb after diarization using VoxCeleb x-vector model.
First, we analyze the results between original EACeleb and EACeleb after SRE diariza-
tion. For VoxCeleb testing model on 10 second segments, speaker diarization can lower the
EER of our collected data by 18.42%. For SITW model of 10 second segments, speaker
diarization can lower the EER of our data by 14.86% and outperform VoxCeleb by 45.69%.
For SRE16 model on 10 second segments, speaker diarization can lower the EER of our
data by 25.63% and outperform VoxCeleb by 49.12%. Then, for 13 second segments, SRE
diarization can improve the EER by 23.19 on VoxCeleb model. For all cases in our test-
ing, speaker diarization can improve the EER performance of EACeleb, which shows that
speaker diarization is feasible and useful in denoising the output of VoxCeleb data collec-
tion.
Second, differences between EACeleb and EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization are dis-
cussed. Actually speaker diarization using the VoxCeleb can still outperform all cases in
our experiments of EACeleb. For 15 second segments using the VoxCeleb model, Vox-
Celeb diarization can improve EER of EACeleb by 11.58%. For 7 second segments using
SITW model, VoxCeleb diarization can achieve 10.46% EER reduction compared with
EACeleb. From the analysis above, we can see that speaker diarization using different
models can both improve the EER performance of the datasets after diarization under ASV
measurement.
Next, we will analyze the difference between EACeleb after SRE diarization and EACeleb
after VoxCeleb diarization. For 13 second segments using the SRE16 model, EACeleb af-
ter SRE diarization can outperform EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization by 23.37%. For
10 second segments under VoxCeleb model, EACeleb after SRE diarization has 16.77%
EER reduction compared with EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization. Also, all results in our





























































































































































































































































































































































































































Celeb diarization because EER are lower than the corresponding value in VoxCeleb. The
reason is that SRE model is trained on NIST SRE dataset, which cleaner than VoxCeleb. So
the SRE x-vector model can extract speaker characteristics better than the VoxCeleb one.
It’s also worth noting that in this thesis, we used a different way of enrolling and testing
speakers from VoxCeleb, so that’s why the EER in the thesis is much higher than in the
VoxCeleb paper [5, 22]. In our way of testing, we can see from the EER results that,
all EER results for EACeleb and EACeleb after diarization are lower than the results of
VoxCeleb, which means the single utterance of speakers in EACeleb, EACeleb after SRE
diarization, and EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization, can better represent the speaker in
general.
3.2.2 Training EACeleb Models
For the collected data, we used all utterances from 1591 speaker in development data and
the remaining 150 as testing speakers. Also to facilitate comparison, results of testing our
trained model using VoxCeleb testing data are also included. The results are shown in
Table 3.4.
In our approach, we trained three models based on speakers in development data for
original EACeleb, EACeleb after SRE diarization, and EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization,
respectively. In our experiments, testing data are the testing data from original EACeleb,
EACeleb after SRE diarization, EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization, and VoxCeleb, re-
spectively.
First, for EACeleb model, testing results of EACeleb after SRE diariation show the
best performance in this case, which has a 21.35% advantage over EACeleb testing data
while outperforming VoxCeleb by 36.36%. Also EER testing EACeleb after VoxCeleb
diarization has 15.29% higher EER than EACeleb after SRE diarization.
Then, using the model trained on EACeleb after SRE diarization, EER performance
of VoxCeleb testing data is 27.465% and it is outperformed by all cases of EACeleb; The
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original EACeleb can outperform VoxCeleb by 22.53%, EACeleb after VoxCeleb diariza-
tion can outperform VoxCeleb by 22.68%. EACeleb after SRE diarization performs best
in all three cases and outperforms VoxCeleb by 36.78%. When using the model trained
on EACeleb after VoxCeleb diarization, results are similar to the model of EACeleb after
SRE diarization. EACeleb after SRE diarization performs best and all cases of EACeleb
can outperform VoxCeleb testing data.
Also, the EER of model-matched dataset, which refers to testing data for the model
trained on the corresponding training data, also shows that EACeleb after SRE diarization
is the cleanest data among the three. EER after SRE diarization on matched model has
17.363% EER, while EACeleb has 22.669% and EACeleb after VoxCeleb has 21.174%.
So from the analysis before, it can also show that SRE model can best filter the noisy part
of EACeleb out and make the dataset afterwards cleanest among the three. Also, from the





In this thesis, we propose to use speaker diarization after the VoxCeleb data collection
procedure to make the output cleaner. Doing this, we introduce the pipeline of our approach
and collect a dataset named EACeleb with speakers in east Asian countries. In order to
measure the cleanness of the collected dataset, we use automatic speaker verification to get
the equal error rate result of different models and datasets. From our experiments, speaker
diarization can effectively filter out parts that have noisy speakers, target speaker speaking
in abnormal situations such as singing, target speaking with background music, etc. EER
results show that EACeleb after speaker diarization can achieve 25.63% EER reduction
compared with original EACeleb. And using speaker diarization, EACeleb can outperform
the model baseline in certain cases. Also, from the model trained on EACeleb, all cases
outperform VoxCeleb testing data and can achiheve up to 36.78% EER reduction. Our work
aims at improving the cleanness of VoxCeleb data collection and do a complementary work
to VoxCeleb by collecting a dataset for east Asian celebrities, thus adding more languages






In the data collection process, we used two NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070 GPU with 8 GB
memory. In the Kaldi processing stage, we used a personal computer with Intel Core i7-
6800k CPU and 64 GB memory to do the speaker diarization and speaker verification, as
well as our x-vector verification model training.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF NAMES OF SPEAKERS IN EACELEB
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